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I. Model configurations ,_
L











No. No. Model (psia)







,_.. 4 5.1 0.3
I 5.0 1.5
/___._ I 5.1 1 2.0
_ 5.1 2.8
_ 5 6.0 1.7
6 1.8 C.S.* 1.0 -,.
v 3.2
i _ 7 3.3 0.4 *_-
'__- 3.2 _





No. No. Model q(psia)
r *8 6.1 C.S. 1.5
9 5.0 [ 0.4
i 5.0 1.65.1 2.7
i0 6.0 A-2 0.2
AB-2a
11 _.0 B-2a
6.0 _ 0.58.3 ,4
_ 12 6.0 A-I 0.2
i-,



















No. No. Model (psia)
-- ,F
32 6.1 C.S. _ 2.6
33 6.1 C. So_ 2.6
34 2.0 A-2 2.6
34 3.0 A-2 2.7
_C. S. means "calibration sphere".
%





This Report presents the results of Wind-tunnel Tents 20-465, 20-499C,
2 J-88, 2 !-!06A, and 2 1- 106B, _.vhich were tests of the JFL dynamic _tabiiity
models. The purpose of the tests was to o_ain aerodynamic damping-in-pJ ch
data. The approximate aerodynamic parameters for the tests* were Mach No.
1.81, 2.01, 3.01, 3.26, 3.99, 4.54, 5.0, 6.0, and 8.3, and Reynolds No.
from 0.01 x 106 to 0.30 x 106/in.
The model configurations consisted of a sphere, a truncated cone with
spherical ends, a truncated cone with spherical front end and conical rear end,
and a truncated cone with spherical front end and flat rear end. Data were
obtained using an electronic angle-of-attack readout system on Tests 20-465,
20-484, and 2 1-88, and photographic data were taken on the other tests using a
16-ram motion-picture camera at 64, 128, and 200 frames/sec.
These tests were run intermittently at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(JPL) between October, 1961, and July, 1962.
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION
The models are shown in Fig. 1 and 2. A more dvtailed description of
the models and compenents is contained in Ref. 1.
:_ *The notations used in this Report are defined in the Nomenclature.
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III_ WIND TUNNEL AND INSTRUMENTATION /
ReFerence 2 describes the design and operating characteristics of the
20-in. supprsonic and the 21-in. hypersonic wind tunnels. The supersonic
wind tunnel has a nominal test-section size of 20 in. square and a Mach range
from 1.3 to 5.0. The hypersonic wind tunnel has a nominal test-section size of
21 in. square and a Mach range from 5 to 10, Both tvnnels have flexible-plate
nozzles and o_et ate with continuous flow. Table l pzesents representative
values of the test-secti_r.flow paramet_ r.:, ,or 01e Maci. numbers at which' these
tests were conducted.
Reference 3 describes the electronic angle-of-attack reado_ device
9
used in Tests 20-465, 20-484, an,_ ,1-8¢,. On-_he remaining test:.' --. 16-mm
motion-picture camera was used ;,. photograph (1) _he model mot: - _ and (2) a
mechanical time counter.
IV. TEST PRO_ )"_?DUH,E
Prior to actual test _perations, all models (excef._ !:he calibration ',
sphere) were statically beolanced about their respective defined centerz of
gravity. Since, during the test, the models were to be mounted on a gas bear-
ing (using gaseous nitrogen as its lubricant), the damping due to the bearing had
to be measured. This measurement was made by (1) allowing a sphere (calibra-
tion sphere) containing an off-center weight to oscillale in the wind-tunnel air
flow, and (2) recording the angle-of-attack vs time hi*tory. Then, each of the






angle-of-attack, released, and allowed to oscillate until damped by the air flow
and the bearing friction.
V. DATA REDUCTION
C + Cm&)/rad/sec were calculated assuming thatThe coefficients mq
the coefficients of the governing equation of motion
CmqSd)
are constant for each cycle of oscillation. The solution of this linear differen-
tial equation yields
MD = -2If log e - --/ (2)
The dynamic stability coefficienc is defined as
(Cmq + Cm_)/rad/sec VMD___= _ (3)
Reference 3 describes in more detail the clara reduction for Tests 20-484
and 21-88. For the remaining tests, however, the maximum angular excursion
on eve_'y tenth cvc!c of oscillation and the elapsed time for that maximum
excursion were read directly from the motion-picture film.
The average frequency, f, over ten cycles of oscillation is computedf
from
m
_ f = 10




The decay rate, Aa/_, is computed from




The results of this test have been reduced to coefficients, mq
rad/sec, and are presented in Plot Series 1 through 34. No attempt was made
k.!
-)
in tl'As Report to interpret .*.he results.
+ C m rad/sec for all Mach numbers is
The repeatability °f mq i_:k0.005 for th models, and about i-0. 001 for the calib_'ating sphere.
'I'lle plotted data presented in this Report have been corrected for 2i
i
bearing friction; I.e., the calkbration-sphere damping has been subtracted from !
the corresponding model damping data. Some of the sphere data presented in :
the Plots have been taken from two _'contractor" tests (Tests 20-516 and 21-I13).
-_
Plots 17 through 33 contain angle-of-attack vs time history for complete :_
cycles of model oscillation. There are usually three plots per r,m in order to _
obtain data at the beginning, middle, and end of each run°
.7
Plot 34 presents the data obtained using a ball bearing rather than the ._:.
s..
gas bearing. The damping of the ball bearing couId not be measured experi- "
mentally, so an empirical equation was used to estimate the bearing damping _:











C m local pitching-moment coefficient =
/-
(Cmq ) aerodynamic damping in pitch coefficient(per radian per
_ + Cm& second) taken to be theaverage damping inany given cycle
%
% d maximum model diameter ; 4.000 in. for the A-l, A-2,
_" A-5, B-2, B-2a, and C.S. ; 3.600 in. for the A-5a
_= f frequency of model oscillation (cycles/sec)
} I measured moment of inertiaabout the model axis of
_. _-otation of the model and the gas bearing
_,; M Mach number
md damping moment (in.-Ib-sec)
n subscript; refel's to the condition occurring on the nth
cycle oY model oscillation
(n+10) subscript; refers to the conditions occurring during the
tenth cycle after the nth cycle
i P static pressure in the wind tunnel (psia)
Pt wind-tunnel stagnation pressure (psia)
q wind-tunnel dynamic pressure (psia)
Re Reynolds number per inch
: S model frontal area = 12. 566 in. 2 for the A-l, A-2, A-5, "
B-2, B-2a, and C.S. ; 10. 179 in. 2 for the A-5a
_. V free-stream wind-tunnel velocity (in./sec)i
, _ model angle of attack referenced to the wind-tunnel
: centerline (deg)
model angular velocity (rad/sec)
_ model angular acceleration (rad/sec 2)
Aa an - a(n+ I0)






!. JPL Draw;_ng No. 4-9133079, Aft Body--Dynamic Stabildt:,, A-5 SLaps;
_._Q1331a8, Ga_-Bea_,ing Sting Moun.; 5-9133159, _dcdels--Sting Mount;
6-9132813, Models--Mariner (4-In. Dia. NASA Shape); 6-9132819,
Models--Mariner (4-In. D;a. JPL Shape): _-9132834, Models--Mariner
(Installation and Assembly); 6-9133081, Model--Mariner (4-In. Dia.
Sphei'e); 6-9133173, Air Bearing Installation--Sting Mount.
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Table 1. Average aerodynamic parameters
Mach Number i
Parameter I "' i
i: 1.81 _.01 I 3.26, 3.99 I 4.54 I 5.0 6.0 8.27
- L l
[_ Static pressure 0.819 0.052 0.208 0. 140 0.025 0.096 0.026 0.009= (psia)z
• Dynam_.c pressure 1.78 0.33 1.55 1.55 0.37 69 0.65 0.43
, (psia) 1
Reynolds number 0.110 0. 024_ I 0. 1201 0. 15110. 046 0. 127 0. 080 0.02I(per in. x 10 -6) , [ _ _
!




Fig. i. Model Confi_t, ralions
.... - "' 1966003695-015
k: JPL WT 20-499
£ .
Model A-2 installed in the 21-in. tunnel on the cross-strut support tlaat was
used in tests 20-484 and 21-88
. _ _ #,
• ._,-! , _----.-
" ' ' 'i'i-.i ,;'-:,
7,'
,,,;
Calibrating sphere installed in the 20-in. tunnel on the sting mount that was used
in tests 20-499C, 21-I06A, and 21-I06B
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